About the project
The purpose of ESA_Lab Demonstrator Project IGLUNA mission is to investigate a novel approach for realizing a human habitat at the Moon, where
the habitat is directly built in ice that is present in numerous craters near the
poles.
Future long-duration missions to the Moon force us to find solutions how to
sustain astronaut’s well-being and high performance levels in this strange
and dangerous environment, where human erroror can have highly serious
concequences for all stakeholders.
Circa Dia is a wearable, which by measuring vital signs from human body, can
give an insight to person’s individual fatigue levels and night/ day cycle. With
that we give an opportunity for astronauts to make informed decisions about
their daily schedule and through that improve their well-being and performance.
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Context
Currently, humans regularly go on short-term space missions on ISS, where
astronauts’ daily lives are being micromanaged by the Mission Control. They
work, sleep and eat when they are being told, regardless of how they might
feel.
If astronauts’ individual stress and fatigue levels are not being taken into
account while composing their schedules, it lowers their well-being and
quality of life. Not to mention, it increases the probabilty of human error risk
while conducting highly demanding tasks, which’s failure can have devastating
concequences.
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Concept
We are developing a wearable device that measures astronaut’s movements,
body temperature and heart rate. With that information we gain insight to
their individual circadian rhythm.
Circadian rhythm is individual inner clock of all living beings, including hmans,
which adapts our physiology to the dramatically different phases of the day.
It regulates critical functions as behaviour, hormone levels, sleep, body temperature and metabolism.
Information about individual circadian rhythm enables astronaut to understand
when is it the best time for him to do mental and physical low or high focus
work, when is it best time to excersise, when to sleep. This way we minimize
human error factor.
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Our initial idea was to gently and non-intrusevly draw astronaut’s attention
back to their body and gain awareness of their mental and physical state when
the measuring device detects changes in their circadian rythms. To understand
how that could be done, we explored different existing measuring devices,
interfaces and their combinations:
interface (feedback)

smart clothing

smart clothing - vibration, heath, contraction feedback

patch/ bandaid

patch/ bandaid - vibration, heath feedback

implantant

seperate device with screen

temporary tattoo

seperate device with screen

wrist watch

wrist watch

VitalConnect

measuring

Hexoskin

FitBit

Prototyping
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Design implementation
Analysing pros and cons of different possible measuring devices and interfaces
made us understand that feedback like vibration, heath or contraction are too
abstract for the astronaut to gain awareness of their state. We decided to
proceed with wrist watch, because in our concept context it had advantages
over other options:
+ measuring device and interface 2in1
+ familiar
+ easily removable
+ lightweight and small (keeps the transport costs low)
+ easy setup
+ reletively low maintanence and hassle-free
+ non-intrusive
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Final solution
The final solution consists of two parts:
#1 Interface, which can be viewed on any device in the habitat. Gives in-depth
information about astronauts’ individual circadian rhythm.
#2 Wrist watch that non-intrusively monitor astronaut’s movement, heart rate
and temperature. The device allows astronauts to be up to date with their
circdian rhythms. This lets them manage their schedules according to their
individual body clocks and preferencecs.
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The estimated circadian rhythm will
be processed into levels of mental
and physical activity.
The same data processing that does
this will also receive the tasks sent in
by the mission control and knowing
the rhythms of the whole crew, will
create fixed events on the schedules
for when it’s best for the whole team
to be present for the activity.
Seperate tasks are being divided
into categories.
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The astronaut can manage and fit
the separate tasks to their personal
schedule.
Of course, the circadian rhythm
guides the process to heighten the
efficiency of the day.
To make the astronauts more aware
of their rhythm and well-being, all
the stats, data and history will be
available to them to view here, too.
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Wristwatch will measure vital signs. Plus, it will
give astronauts access to their schedules and
allow to make changes on the go. The circadian
levels are viewable here as well.

We cannot predict everything far into the future,
though. This is why we analyse their heart rate and
acceleration to determine fatigue levels.

We can notify astronauts in advance in case we see that
their fatigue levels might interfere with their alertness and
ability to perform high risk tasks like moon walk.

With this information, the system can recommend changes
in the schedule in order to avoid costly mistakes and
sustain astronaut’s high performance levels.
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Conclusion
On Earth we move things around in our schedule according to how we feel
every day, and ideally make schedules listening to what our body and mind
tells us.
It’s in Mission Control’s interest to maximise the efficiency of the missions.
When harmonious schedule management enhances the performance of the
astronauts and lowers risks of human error while giving crew more control of
their own day - everybody wins.
Fatigue is responsible for up to a quarter of serious or fatal accidents on the
road when driving. We should take that into account when planning the
schedules of our astronauts - the stakes up in Space are much higer!
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